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Amendment to claims:

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions and listing of claims in the

application:

Listing of claims:

1 . (Cancelled)

2. (Cancelled)

3. (Cancelled)

4. (Cancelled)

5. (Cancelled)

6. (Currently Amended) ^n^FIB system of claim 1 fiHTher-eompritiina In al- lB system

including a system vacuum chamber; an ion nun includina a liquid metal ion source: a plurality

of lens elemenia for extracting and focusine ions, one or more beam apertures: and an

electrostatic deflection means, the improvement comprising one or more dielectric bushings for

positioning one or more lens elements and for providing a sealablc vacuum container for the one

or more elements, the interior of the vacuum container being vacuum selectively Isolatable from

the environment in the system vacuitm chamber, and apertures including electroetchcd>

cieciroformed. or laser ablated beam apertures.

7. (Currently Amended) -the PtB system of claim- 1-fuyther oomprising In a FIB system

includin^^ a system vacuum chamber: an ion pun including a liquid metal ion source: a plurality
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of lens elements for extracting and focusing ions, one or more beam ar)ertures: and an

electrostatic deflection means, tlie improvement comprising one or more dielectric bushings for

ttositionine one or more lens elements and for providing a sealable vacuum container for the one

or more elements, the interior of the vacuum container being vacuum selectively isolatable from

the environment in the 5ivsiem vacuuin chamber, an in-vacuum isolation valve mechanism, the

in"vacuum isolation valve having no mechanical linkage from the valve to the outside of the

system vacuum chamber,

8. (Previously Presented) The FIB system of claim 7 in wWch the in-vacuum isolation

valve includes a pneujnatic bellovvs to activate the valve.

9. (Previously Presented) The FIB system of claim 7 in which the in-vacuum isolation

valve includes a pushrod and bell crank lo activate the valve.

10. (Cancelled)

1 1. (Currently amended) The FIB* system ofclaim 44)-32 in which the in-vacuum aperture

changing mechanism comprises one or more piezoelectric acaiaiors, DC motors or stepper

motors for driving stage.

12. (Cancelled)

13. (Cancelled)

14. (Cancelled)

15. (Cancelled)

16. (Cancelled)
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17. (Currently Amended) An ion giin for a focused ion beam system, comprising: a fnm

chamber housing being at least paitiallv constructed of a dielectric material and defining a gun

chamber: an emitter assembly positioned within the gim chamber housing, the cmiiter assembly

including a pre-alipned liquid metal ion emitter, a suppressor, an extractor and an extractor

aperture; and one or more ion optical elements fastened lo the gun chamber housing and aligned

with the emitter assembly>4'he4efi*ettn of claim 1-3 4tihwMeh the position of the emitter assembly .

is fixed in alignment relative to the one or more ion optical elements fastened to rhc dielectric

housing.

18. (Cancelled)

19. (Cancelled)

20. (Cancelled)

2L (Cancelled)

22. (Cancelled)

23. (Cancelled)

24. (Cancelled)

25. (Cancelled)

26. (Cancelled)

2L.(Currently Amended) gfte-ffle#M>d"g»g-ekim^64^«the^^^ In a particle beam

sv-siem including a focused ion beam column udthin a system vacuum chamber, the focused ion

beam column including a liquid metal ion source, a plurality of lens clcment^i For cxU-acting and
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focusing the ions, one or more beam apertures, an electrostatic deflection means, beam blanking

means, and vacuum pump plus associated electronics and controls, the imtarovement comprising

a vacuum isolation valve for isolating the gun vacuum container, the vacuum isolation valve

actuation mechanism being operable without a mechanical drive connection to outside a system

vacuum chamber.

28. (Currently Amended) Tlie melh&d-svsiem of claim 27 in which the vacuum isolation

valve is operated pneumatically and in which a pneumatic connection for operating the vacuum

isolation valve passes through the wall of the system vacuum chamber.

29. (Currently Amended) The method of^^m 26 further compristng In a particle beam

system including a focused ion beam column within a system vacuum chamber, the focused ion

beam column including a liquid metal ion source, a plurality of lens elements for extracting and

focusing the ions, one or more beam apertures, an electrostatic deflection means, beam blankini^

means, and vacuum pumo plus associated electronics and controls, the improvement comprising.

an automated variable aperture drive positioned within the vacuum chamber, the drive being

operable without a mechanical drive connection to outside the vacuum chamber.

30. (Original) The method ofclaim 29 in which the automated variable apenure drive

includes a piezoelectric positioner.

31. (Original) The method of claim 29 in which the automated variable aperture drive

includes an electric motor.
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32. fPreviously Presented) ITie Fl&mochaniijm of claim l-&-In a FIB system mcluding a

system vacuum chamber: an ion pun including a liquid metal ion source: a plurality of lens

elements for extracting and focusing ions, one or more beam apertures: and an electrostatic

deflection means, the improvement comprising in which the an^in>vacuum aperture changing

mechanism comprises including a drive mechanism thai is contained within the systetn vacuum

chamber, thereby eliminating the requirement for a mechanical feedthrough to change the

aperture,

33. (Cancelled)

34. (Currently Amended) The VUi meg^^aaism of claim 12 An ion gun for a focused ion

beam system, comprising: a gun chamber housing being at least partially consti-ucted of a

dielectric material and defining a gun chamber: an emitter assembly positioned within the gun

chamber housing, tlie emitter assembly including a pre-aligned liquid metal ion emitter, a

suppressor, an extractor and an exlxactor aperture: and one or more ion optical elements fastened

to the gun chamber hoiLsing and aligned with the emitter assembly, in which the emitter

assembly ifr-being auached to the gun chamber housing and fixed in relation to the one or more

ion optical elements.

35. (Currently Amended) In a FIB colujiin including a system vacuum chamber: an ion

gun including a liquid metal ion source: a plurality of lens elements for extracting and focusing

the ions..one or more beam apertiu-es; and an elecn-ostaiic deflection means, the improvement

comprising an in-vacuum isolation valve for isolating the ion gun from the system vacuum
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chamber, the in-vacuum isolation valve having no mechanical linkage from the valve to the

outside of the system vacuum chamber.

36. (Previously Presented) The FIB ofclaim 35 in which the in-vacuum isolation valve

includes a pneumatic bellows to controJlably activate the valve.

37. (Previously Presented) The FIB of claim 35 in which the in-vacuum isolation valve

includes a pushrod and bell crank to activate the valve.
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